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Introduction 
It has been conjectured by Stanley [4] and the author [I] that the number q(j, n) 
of partitions of j into odd, unequal parts of size at most 2n - 1 increases with j for 
2 ~j I n2/2. This is true for 12 >26 and is proved here using elementary analytic 
methods. We employ a technique similar to the one in Odlyzko-Richmond [2] but 
some inequalities are refined (see also [l, Section 41). The proof works only for 
n 2 83 so the result was checked for n< 83 on a computer by Kimmo Eriksson, 
Stockholm, For this I am most grateful. It should perhaps be remarked that the 
result is equivalent to that the symmetric polynomial 
II? 
t2+tnz-2 
+ ir (1 +t2’-l)= C Cjfj 
“=I 0 
is unimodal, i.e. Cj’CJ~, for lrj<n2/2. Some 
sophisticated, e.g. Stanley uses Lie Algebra [3] or 
to prove that 
(1 + t)(l + ?)(l + tq... (1 + t’) 
proofs of unimodality are very 
the Hard Lefschetz Theorem [4] 
is unimodal (it has also been proved in an elementary way by Odlyzko-Richmond 
[2]). More generally we have 
Conjecture. The polynomial n:=, (1 - t”“)/(l - t”) is unimodal for even IZ 22 and 
for odd n ~3 if r is large enough’. In [l] the conjecture is proved for n = 4. It is also 
equivalent to a statement about the Adams operations of SL(2.C)-representations 
(see 111). 
’ Possibly r? 14 is enough. This is suggested by computations made by J. Backelin. 
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The proof 
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At first we collect some useful inequalities and identities (some of them are proved 
in [l]). 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. 
Lemma 6. 
sinx22x/rr for Olxrrc/2. 
cos x2 exp( -x2/2) for Ix 1 I z/2. 
lcos x 15 exp( - +sin2x - +sin4x). 
/sinnx/sinxI In. 
l/sinxl l/x+x/3 for O<xSrc/2. 
sin4(2n- 1)x=$ - -___ 3 sin4nx +i sin8nx ~ 
u=1 16 sin2x 64 sin4x ’ 
Theorem. Let q( j, n) be the number of partitions of j into odd, unequal parts of 
size at most 2n - 1. Then if n 2 27 we have 
q(j, n)lq(j- 1, n) for 3ccj5n2/2. 
Proof. We have the generating function 
We want to prove q( j, n) 2 q( j - 1, n) for j< n2/2 by induction on n. We have to 
be careful because the inequality is not true if j = 2 and it might be false if n < 27. 
Consider the statement P,: 
4(j, n) 2 
9(j- 
i 
1, n) for 35j522n+ 1, 
q(j- 1, n)+ 1 for 2n+21jIn2/2. 
One checks on a computer that the Theorem is true for 27 <n 5 32 and that Ps2 is 
true. Assume that Pk is true for 32~ k<n. Comparing coefficients of tj in 
v-1, 
(1+ t2+l ) ,Cn d_L n - IV= ,~04(.i n)tj 
gives the recurrence relation 
q(j,n)=q(j,n-l)+q(j-2n+l,n-1). 
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We have (using P,,_ 1) 
q(j,n)-q(j-l,n)=q(j,n-I)-q(j-Ln-1) 
if 2n+25jI(n- 1)*/2. 
If 3 ~j < 2n + 1, then the right-hand side is z 0 by P,, _ , . The case j = 2n + 1 has 
to be considered separately since q(j - 2n + 1, n - 1) - q(j - 2n, n - 1) = q(2, n - l)- 
-q(l,n-1)= -1. But q(2n+l,n-l)-q(2n,n-1)zl by Pn_l, since 
2n + 1 > 2(n - 1) + 1. Thus we have established both inequalities in P,, for 
35j<(n- 1)2/2. We still have to show q(j,n)-q(j-1,n)zl for 
(n - 1)‘/2 1j5 n*/2. This we accomplish by viewing q(j, n) as a Fourier coefficient 
and then estimating an integral. Putting t = eziV in the generating function (with 
N= n*) 
ii,@ +t *O- ‘I= ,go4(i9 w 
we get 
2”- ‘f(9) = 2”- ’ fi cos(2u - 1)~ = ‘y q(j, n)cos(N- 2j)yl. 
u-1 j=O 
Hence 
q(j, .I=$ 
-n/2 
I 
2”- ‘f(~)cos(N- 2j)a, dyl 
=UO 
and this defines q(j, n) for any real j. To show that it increases (strictly) with j we 
simply take the derivative with respect to j 
&d.Ln) 8.Y’ =- 
aj rc 
Put N-2j=,u. Thus we want to show that 
-n/2 
z= 
! 
pf(q)sinpuy,dy?>O for 11~12n-1. 
0 
First we consider the interval 0~ v, I n/4n. Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we have 
sin,uuy,r2,up/n (since ,~~752(n- l)rc/4n<7r/2) and cos(20- l)p)Lexp(-(2u- l)2v72/2). 
Hence 
-7?/4n 
Zl = J 0 y?f(p)sin,uwdy?z%[Tyl”exp(- $ (Zu-1)*p2/2)dm. 
Now 
i (2v-1)*=(4n3-n)/3 so Z,r- 
I 
~I’~~iexp(_(4n36n)y?‘)dy7_ 
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Putting a2 = (4n3 - n)/6 and x = ay, we get 
[, & 1 na/4n 71a3 0 x2exp( -x2)&= 2 s 
01 
x2exp( -x2)& 
0 
P 3v7u 1 
=---=z.n9/2 2v5a3 
when n is large. Next we consider the interval 7rr/4n~ ~5 n/2n. By Lemmas 3 and 
6 we have 
If(p)1 = /$cos(2u- l)Vi 
I exp 
( 
-3 $ sin2(2u - l)cp-+ i: sin4(2u- l)y, 
I > 
lln 3 sin4nq7 1 sin8ny7 
= exp 
-32+-‘~--‘~ 16 sin2y, 64 sin4p 
lln 2n 3 1 
5 exp -32+-+-’ 64 16 sin(2n/4n) 
Sexp(-$++6(~+$J)=exp(-(5~6~)n+&). 
Here we used that Isin8nq/sin4y?/<2n (Lemma 4) and Lemma 5 (sin4np/sin2pS 
1 /sin 2y, I l/sin(2n/4n)). We get 
vlf(~>l Isinwl dy, 
(%r-6)n TC 
167r +32n 
We consider the interval n/2n 5 p,r n/2 - n/2n. Using the same estimate as for Z2 
we get 
If(P>l = / fI cosm - Ike 
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lln 
5 exp 
3 sin4ny, 1 sin8nrp 
-32+-.---.- 16 sin2qr 64 sin4qr ) 
lln 2n 3 1 
5 exp -32+-+-’ 64 16 sin(2rr/2n) ) 
Hence 
7r2 
vlf(v)llsinwldv~ sew - 
(57~3)n + 71 
167.~ > 16n ’ 
Finally we estimate I4 = S$: n,2n (Pf(v)sinpucp dp. Making the substitution (D = 
n/2-x we get 
114155 [n’2n 1 JJ sin(2o- l)x/dx. 
.O 
Now we use the expansion 
for Ixl<rr. 
where [ is the Riemann zeta-function. Taking just the first term (with c(2) = 7c2/6) 
we get 
/sinxls Jxlexp( -x2/6) for 1x1 <n. 
Since (2~ - 1)x< n for x5 d2n we get 
n 
l[IT sin(2u- 1)X Ix”exp 
I ( 
-; $ (2”~112 ) x”exp( -X2(4il-n)) = 
Put a2 = (4n3 - n)/36 and ax =y. Then 
<+T(n/2)=F - 71.3” 0 t “‘2e-ni2fi=p TqlG ~ 3 n .-- 1 
4a C ) 4 $e n” 
after using Stirling’s formula. Finally 
if n is large enough such that \I21 + 11,) + I,\ <I, . This is the case if (put ,O = 2n - 1 
or p = 1 depending on what side it is) 
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rcfi 3 
( ) 
n 1 3V3 1 -.- 
+4 z ‘nn<41/2;; rP2’ 
A simple computation shows that the inequality is true if nz83. Up to this value 
the theorem has been checked on a computer. 
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